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If Google analytics looks at Search as a whole and identifies people that come to your site from a specific search engine (ie 

Google.com), then why we do we believe so whole-heartedly that Google would penalize you for having paid search traffic on your 

site?  Maybe penalize is too strong of a word – but how about discount?  Is it so hard to believe that a person who comes from the left 

side of the page versus the right side of the page is any less of a person coming from a search engine?  They both searched.  They both 

arrived. 

 

Yet, for so many years I have heard the claims that there are only indirect benefits such as conversion lifts when you appear in both 

organic and paid, and there is better brand recognition, etc – but when asked if PPC helps SEO – the answer is always absolutely 

not.  So like everything we do here at Media Two – we tested it.  And we tested it again, and again, and again…  Following is one 

example of one of the tests we ran. 

 

Below is a graph of 8 weeks of Google Adwords traffic.  The first 8 weeks (Green Line) was generally light traffic, primarily brand 

keywords.  The following 8 weeks (Blue Line) was elevated traffic (1,211% elevated).  This traffic was only run from Google’s Adwords 

account. 

 

http://google.com/analytics
http://www.mediatwopointoh.com/category/search/
http://www.mediatwopointoh.com/category/search/
http://www.mediatwo.net/
https://adwords.google.com/
https://adwords.google.com/
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The next screen grab below shows the Organic trend lines for this particular site – the same 8 week period.  Notice the blue line, which is 

the 8 weeks with Google AdWords in accelerated mode how it starts slowly and then gradually increases.  There is no seasonality in play 

for this test.  Notice that Google’s organic traffic to the website actually increased by 19.48%, where Bing – where there were no ads 

running on their paid search program actually decreased 63.27%.  This particular site, Google and Bing organic traffic normally parallel 

each other’s movements (when one goes up – so does the other).  So this draws us to believe that Google is identifying that there is 

more relevant users coming to the site, and although it may not be credited as highly as its link structure system, it is definitely showing us 

almost 20% more love simply for running paid ads at a time when Bing is actually decreasing. 
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To make sure that the increase didn’t have to do with natural increases in search activity from major news events, we 

compared the time range to Google Insights, and for the most part it was flat, if not a bit down for the increased period. 

One study does not make a statistically convincing argument in my eyes, but we have seen similar trends with an educational 

client as well as an insurance provider, hospitality client and many other industries (8 total) – all of whom did no traditional 

Search Engine Optimizing or website redesign’s, they simply increased their exposure on key terms and were benefited with 

higher organic SERP’s as well as the ensuing higher organic traffic.  Although the correlation is obvious, the theories range from 

valuable traffic being rewarded to analytics attribution counting 2nd visit searches as Organic even though their first visit came 

from Paid search.  Regardless of the reasoning, we know for a fact that Organic and Paid Search do work together and your 

paid search specialists must be working with your SEO/Design teams to maximize these lifts.  


